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ABSTRACT 

In our modern society, the design and implementation of intelligent equipments for 

autonomous physical services become more and more important. In line with this, the 

proposed Intelligent Vision Agent System, IVAS, is able to automatically detect and identify 

a target for a specific task by surveying human activities space.  

 

One of IVAS’ applications can be the adjustment of sink height for different height of people. 

Usually, the sink is fixed in one place, however, the height of sink could be too high to use 

for children. It becomes a real problem and may bring much of inconvenience and insecurity 

for the little boys and girls.  

 

The equipment for dynamical adjustment of sink height is rare in today’s society. The most 

common sink height adjustments are of two types. The first way is to place two sinks, one for 

adult and one for a kid individually. The second way is to use a spring device to adjust the 

height of sink. But, the both solutions have some limitations. The disadvantage of first 

method is that it takes too much space, and not all bathrooms can accommodate two sinks at 

the same time. The weakness of second way is a need to manually adjust the height of sink. 

  

In order to achieve an optimal design of adjustable sink high, the author uses a camera fixed 

on wall connected to an intelligent agent controlling suitable actuators. The camera captures a 

photo of the person who comes to the sink. The height of person can be estimated from the 

image. Furthermore, one makes use of this height value to find the suitable sink height for the 

user. Finally, the sink is descending or ascending by the lifting columns to adjust it to the 

different height of people. 
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In this thesis, the author has implemented a method, which estimates the height of person 

from a single image. This technique is based on the single view metrology.  

 

Keywords: Sink, Height Measurement, Vision, Single View Metrology 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In modern society, automatic equipments that support and take care of the people by 

helping them in housework and offering a comfortable living environment become 

more and more common. Because of this, it is also important to conduct research 

towards the design and implementation of automatic machines which can better 

understand people behaviour and living condition, and meanwhile, provide a better 

life quality [1]. 

 

This thesis aims to design a dynamically adjusted sink whose height could fit different 

users. Today, most of the sink heights suit for adults only and the children need to put 

a stool under their feet when they wash their hands or brush teeth. Figure 1.1 reflects 

this situation [2]. 

 

Figure 1.1: Brushing teeth by a child in real life 

At present, there exist two solutions of the problem. The most common is to place two 

sinks, one for adults and one for children in one bathroom. However, not all bathrooms 

have enough space to install two sinks. The second way is to use a spring device to 

adjust the height of sink, but, usually the height has to be adjusted manually. 

Illustrations of the two types of solution are shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 [3] [4]. 
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Figure 1.2: Example of double height sinks       Figure 1.3: Adjustable sink high 

Consequently, we propose a new automated method using a single view metrology. 

Figure 1.4 illustrates the idea of this design [5]. The system consists of a camera and 

an intelligent agent for measuring the human height and adjusting the sink height 

before one uses it. The most important function of the system, however, is to estimate 

the human height according to the image. First of all, relying on the system of human 

recognition technology, we can identify a distance between person’s head and feet 

coordinates. The photo can be taken automatically by the camera and the image reflects 

2-dimensional characteristics of the person.  

                        

                             Camera vision 

 

 

                              

   Sink height adjustment                          Intelligent agent 

Figure 1.4 An overview of an Intelligent Vision Agent System in the sink height 

adjustment application. 

http://image.baidu.com/i?ct=503316480&z=&tn=baiduimagedetail&word=camera&in=7007&cl=2&lm=-1&pn=24&rn=1&di=26394300690&ln=1&fr=&ic=&s=&se=&sme=0
http://newyorkette.com/wp-content/washyerhands.png
http://images.google.com.hk/imgres?imgurl=http://images.busytrade.com/upload/images/2009-06/1244520783.jpg&imgrefurl=http://machinery.china.busytrade.com/2245-1.html&usg=__mMKwn4Gaht8rIAWXTHqlIC6kJyo=&h=375&w=492&sz=18&hl=zh-CN&start=4&itbs=1&tbnid=rfy1unnXKslKWM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=130&prev=/images?q=%E5%8D%87%E9%99%8D%E6%9C%BA%E5%86%85%E9%83%A8%E5%A4%84%E7%90%86%E5%99%A8&hl=zh-CN&safe=strict&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1
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The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follow: Section 2 consists of 

problem statement and main contribution. Then the algorithm is briefed in Section 3. 

Section 4 presents an implementation, height measurement and test images. 

Conclusion and future work are shown in section 5.  
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN CONTRIBUTION  

The purpose of this thesis is to design a dynamic adjustment of sink height for 

children. In order to obtain human height information from the image, we employ the 

Single View Metrology and estimate the height value.  

 

During the measurement process, the main problem which we intend to solve is how 

to estimate person’s height from a single image [6]. 

 

The thesis main contributions can be summarized as modelling of the human height 

measurement system using Single View Metrology and then an implementation of the 

models in MATLAB. The verification of the model by analysis of simulation data and 

obtaining the relationship between the human height and suitable sink height to adjust 

the sink height for different users according to the sampling analysis result when they 

use a sink are also important contribution of the thesis. 
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3 ALGORITHM 

The goal is to measure the height of person from a single image. The central projection is 

used in the camera model in this thesis. Following the reference about Single View Metrology 

[8], we design an algorithm to find out the parameters, such as vanishing points, vanishing 

line, offset.  

 

3.1 Vanish point and horizontal vanish line 

The vanish point is very important in Single View Metrology and can be defined as a point in 

a perspective drawing to which all parallel lines, which are not parallel to the image plane, 

appear to converge [7]. The vanish point of a reference plane defined by parallel lines in the 

scene can be found from the image plane. Hence, we have to pick up some objects with 

parallel lines as the reference plane of the scene, for example mirror or door, whose edges 

appear as parallel lines. Those parallel lines convergence to a vanish point in the image plane. 

The horizontal vanish line is defined by at least two vanish points, which are found from two 

perpendicular reference planes in the scene. 

 

In basic geometry, the plane’s vanishing line L is an intersection of the image plane with a 

plane parallel to the ground (see Figure 3.1), and meanwhile, from the projection geometry, 

we also know that all vertical lines in the scene converge to a vertical vanish point, v, in the 

image [8]. In this experiment, we selected a door and a mirror as the reference planes.  

In Figure 3.1 four specific points A, B, C, D around the mirror form a rectangle. Two parallel 

lines, AB and CD convergence to vanish point v1. On the perpendicular plan, another two 

parallel lines, EF and GH of the door reference plane convergence to vanish point v2. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perspective_(graphical)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_lines
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Therefore, these two points v1 and v2 define the horizontal vanish line L (the yellow line in 

Fig.3.1) [9].     

                                 v (vanish point) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 v1                                                   Vanishing line L                       v2 

                             

        E             F 

                                               Mirror    Line 1 

                Door                                             Line 2                                                                    

                              H   

          G            Ground 

       Figure 3.1:  Determination of a horizontal vanishing line L 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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3.2 Measure of the human height from the planes 

The aim of the algorithm is to estimate a height of human. In Figure 3.2, we aim to measure 

the distance between Xp_boy and X_boy. We use upper case letter (e.g. X) to indicate quantities 

in space or reality and lower case letter (e.g. x) to indicate image quantities. 

HR is defined as the distance between the points Xp and Xg which are on same vertical line. 

The point Xg is located on the ground plane G, and the point Xp lies on a plane Pp parallel to G. 

Here, in order to mark the coordinates of the reference clearly, we choose Z-axis to mark 

them and The line determined by points Xp and Xg is vertical, perpendicular to the ground 

plane and to the horizontal line L (see Figure 3.2). The intersection of the horizontal line L 

and the vertical line determined by Xp and Xg is point cR.  

From the Figure 3.1 and 3.2, we also know that all vertical lines in the scene converge to a 

vertical vanish point, v, in the image. So we can define a cross-ratio (CrossA) from these four 

points, xp, xg, cR and v. 

In the world, the value of the cross-ratio provides an affine length ratio which determines the 

distance HR between Xp and Xg. In the image, the value of the cross-ratio provides an affine 

length ratio which determines the distance HR between xp and xg. Hence, the cross-ratio is 

defined by [11]: 

Definition for reality 

   
   V,XdC,Xd

V,XdC,Xd
CrossA

gRp

pRg


                        

 

 

 

(1) 

Definition for image 
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   v,xdc,xd

v,xdc,xd
CrossA

gRp

pRg
    

where the symbol d() represents the Euclidean distance between two points. And the same 

cross-ratio can be also calculated by the camera height Hc and reference height HR (HR is 

defined as the distance between the points xp and xg which are on same vertical line) [11]: 

Rc

c

HH

H
CrossA


  (2) 

Then from equation (2), we can get the camera height: 

CrossA

H
H R

c 11
  (3) 

The Figure.3.2 depicts the top and bottom points of person are xp_boy , x_boy respectively in the 

image. The point x_boy is located at the ground plane, G. The intersection of vertical line xp_boy , 

x_boy with horizontal line L is cb.  Then the cross-ratio (CrossB) also can be got from four 

points, xp_boy , x_boy, cb and v, and described by camera height and human height as: 

For image: 

   
   v,xdc,xd

v,xdc,xd
CrossB

boy_bboy_p

boy_pbboy_
  (4) 

For reality: 

   
   V,XdC,Xd

V,XdC,Xd
CrossB

boy_bboy_p

boy_pbboy_
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and 

boyc

c

HH

H
CrossB




    

 

 

(5) 

 

 

Further, substituting to camera height Hc from equation (3) and the cross ratio from equation 

(4), we can compute the height of boy Hboy and formula as follow [12]: 

)1CrossA(

)1CrossB(

CrossB

CrossA
H

CrossB

H
HH R

c
cboy




  (6) 
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                                v (Vanishing point) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               Z-axis 

 

                 

 

                                                              Horizontal 

                   cR                      cb     Vanishing line L 

 

 xp_boy 

 Hc                                                     

              xp       Pp           

     HR                                                          hboy 

              xg          

                 X-axis     Ground (G)            x_boy   Y-axis             

Figure 3.2:  Illustration of the measurement of human height.            
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3.3 Algorithm of dynamical adjustment of sink height 

The goal is to measure the height of person from a single image. The central projection is 

used in the camera model in this thesis. The camera fixed on wall connected to an intelligent 

agent controlling suitable actuators. The camera captures a photo of the person who comes to 

the sink. Then we analyze the input data of the image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1: Four specific points A, B, 

C, D around the mirror form a 

rectangle. Two parallel lines, AB 

and CD convergence to vanish 

point v1.  

Step 2: Four specific points E, F, 

G, H around the door form a 

rectangle. Two parallel lines, EF 

and GH convergence to vanish 

point v2  

 

Step 3: Two points v1 and v2 

define the horizontal vanish line 

L 

Step 5: Obtain the distance between head and feet 

coordinates for person (be similar to human height) 

According to formula

     

 boyc

c

HH

H
CrossB




)1CrossA(

)1CrossB(

CrossB

CrossA
H

CrossB

H
HH R

c
cboy






Obtain the human height Hboy 

 

Step 6: Calculate the suitable sink altitude 

o

boy

suitable X
2

H
H 

   

Xo is the offset (offset will be obtained by 

the sampling in chapter 4)
 

 

 

V2 

Step 7: Lifting column adjust sink 

height dynamically for the human 

 

Step 4: According to formula  

Rc

c

HH

H
CrossA


  

CrossA

H
H R

c 11


     

Obtain the camera height Hc 
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4 SIMULATION AND TEST IMAGES 

4.1 Experimental environment and parameters 

                       Heigh of bathroom =258 cm 

 

Width of bathroom=217 cm                             Length of bathroom =217 cm 

Figure 4.1 Panorama of bathroom 

For the validation, we select an experimental environment in a bathroom. The length and 

width of bathroom are both 217 cm; the height of bathroom is 258 cm and the height of sink 

is 79 cm; as shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

Height of sink 

=79 cm 
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4.2 Experiment: 

In this experiment, the pictures are obtained by CANON IXUS 9501S digital camera with a 

resolution 3264 2448 pixels. We select three persons with different heights to test in a 

common bathroom. Test methods for three persons are completely same, so we just illustrate 

the experiment for one person here. 

Test for person 3:   

 

Figure 4.2: Original image of person 3 

 

In this test, the camera is fixed on wall opposite to the person. The door on the left side of the 

image and the mirror on the right side are both the reference objects. The test person needs to 

stand beside the sink and the camera takes a photo from this person. Afterwards, the data is 

saved in the memory card and the next step is to extract and analyze the geometric 

information from the image by using the algorithm from section 3. 
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                                                         Vanishing line L 

 

Figure 4.3: Measuring vanishing line         

 

Figure 4.4 Measuring height of person 

During the processing step, we can obtain two images as Figure 4.3 and 4.4. In Figure 4.3, 

blue lines and yellow lines are used to determine the vanishing line. From Figure 4.4, the 

v1 v2 
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yellow line is the horizontal vanishing line from Figure 4.3; the turquoise blue line connects 

three points xg, xp and cR  (Figure 3.2); the purple line is linking three points x_boy, xp_boy and 

cb  (Figure 3.2) [13]. 

 

4.3 Test results: 

Table 1: The analysis of test results (cm) 

In Table 1, shows the value of measurement heights and their actual height from three test 

persons. According to the calculation, we can see that the biggest error is 2 cm and surely it 

will not affect the value of measurement. Hence, it is clearly indicated that the measuring 

accuracy is quite high. 

4.4 Experimental estimation of the offset: 

The general rule for the sink height adjustment can be found as [15], 

o
human

suitable X
H

H 
2

     (6) 

where Hsuitable is the suitable height of sink which we are going to choose. Hhuman

 

is the human 

height and Xo is the offset.  

 Actual height Measurement height Error 

Person 1 175 173 2 

Person 2 178 177 1 

Person 3 182 181 1 
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In this section, we employ the method of sampling to find out the offset. We choose 17 adults 

people in the experiment. These people give out the subjective value for the most suitable 

height for them when they wash hands. 

 Human height [cm]  Suitable sink height for 

washing [cm] 

Person 1 171 84 

Person 2 163 72 

Person 3 164 73 

Person 4 175 78 

Person 5 165 75 

Person 6 179 82 

Person 7 180 82 

Person 8 178 80 

Person 9 180 84 

Person 10 160 70 

Person 11 183 90 

Person 12 175 79 

Person 13 186 95 

Person 14 182 88 

Person 15 166  73 

Person 16 178 81 

Person 17 182 89 

Table 2: Sampling of suitable height for washing hands (cm) 
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Then, according to these dates, we try to find the suitable offset Xo. We minimize the 

difference between the subjective values of sink hight from people and the value from 

formula (6) to find offset value (The program in Appendix C). Hence, we obtain the offset is 

10 cm. 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose a new automated method using single view metrology. 

Firstly, it is good point to understand single view metrology applied in daily life. 

Secondly, we mainly focus on how to abstract geometric information from the image 

in terms of vanishing points, vanishing line, horizontal vanishing line [16]. Then, 

using these data, we estimate the height of person who uses the sink. Finally, 

according to the real experiment, we confirm that the proposed approach is of 

flexibility and accuracy. 

 

It is crucial to find some reference, such as the window edge, the picture on the wall, 

the chair or even the heating equipment, in order to measure vanishing points to finish 

in future work. And, of course, the measuring accuracy is still a concern with 

proposed method. How to further increase measuring accuracy is future work to 

undertake as well. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM  

(1)Test one for TC 

% assuming: 

% (1) image has been read into im  

% (2) n lines from image are columns of l 

 

 

%  1.1  Preliminaries 

 

im=imread('bedroom on.jpg'); 

n=4; 

figure(1); 

imshow(im);hold on;zoom on; 

 

% point1=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. 

 

point1=[1675 719; 2382 760; 1667 1823; 2268 2034]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

 

 

% plot out the four points in the image 

 for i=4; 
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    plot(point1(i,1),point1(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 

 

line{1}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1]); 

line{2}=cross([point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 

line{3}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1]); 

line{4}=cross([point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 

 for j=1:4 

     plotLine(line{j},'y'); 

end 

 

VanishPointV1=cross(line{1},line{2});% Horizontal vanish point 1 

 

 

%  point2=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. This is from 

another side of the wall 

 

point2=[100 143; 441 167; 214 3155; 644 2911]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

  

 for i=4; 

     plot(point2(i,1),point2(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 
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 line{5}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1]); 

 line{6}=cross([point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 line{7}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1]); 

 line{8}=cross([point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 

 for j=5:6 

    plotLine(line{j},'b'); 

 end 

 

 VanishPointV2=cross(line{5},line{6}); % Horizontal vanish point 2 

  

 Vanishline=cross(VanishPointV1,VanishPointV2); 

  

  

 figure(2) 

 imshow('bedroom on.jpg'); 

 hold on; 

  plotLine(Vanishline,'y'); 

  

 xp=[530 2075 1]; 

 x=[538 2984 1]; 

 plot(x(1),x(2),'rx'); 

 plot(xp(1),xp(2),'rx'); 
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 lsteps=cross(x,xp); 

 plotLine(lsteps,'c'); 

 

% After intersecting the line joining xpsteps and xsteps with the vanishline 

% line l to get point C 

   

  c=cross(Vanishline,lsteps); 

  c=normhv(c); 

   plot(c(1),c(2),'mx'); 

    

  %calculate crossratio for camera 

  v=cross(line{3},line{4}); 

  v=normhv(v); 

   

  Cross=(norm(x-c)*norm(xp-v))/(norm(xp-c)*norm(x-v)); 

   

  %calculate height of camera 

  Z=0.9; 

  Zc=Z/(1-1/(Cross)); 

  Height_of_camera_in_meters=Zc 

    

  %boy height 

  xp_boy=[839 670 1]; 
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  x_boy=[944 3057 1]; 

  plot(x_boy(1),x_boy(2),'gx'); 

  plot(xp_boy(1),xp_boy(2),'gx'); 

    

  lboy=cross(x_boy,xp_boy); 

  plotLine(lboy,'m'); 

    

 

   %calculate crossratio for person 

   cb=cross(Vanishline,lboy); 

   cb=normhv(cb); 

   plot(cb(1),cb(2),'bx'); 

    

   Crossb=(norm(xp_boy-cb)*norm(x_boy-v))/(norm(x_boy-cb)*norm(xp_boy-v)); 

 

   %calculate crossratio for camera 

   Zboy=Zc-Zc*Crossb; 

   Height_of_boy_in_meters=Zboy 

 

(2)Test one for CX 

% assuming: 

% (1) image has been read into im  

% (2) n lines from image are columns of l 
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%  1.1  Preliminaries 

 

im=imread('bedroom on.jpg'); 

n=4; 

figure(1); 

imshow(im);hold on;zoom on; 

 

% point1=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. 

 

point1=[1545 703; 2227 743; 1529 1799; 2114 1986]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

 

 

% plot out the four points in the image 

 for i=4; 

    plot(point1(i,1),point1(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 

 

line{1}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1]); 

line{2}=cross([point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 

line{3}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1]); 

line{4}=cross([point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 
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 for j=1:4 

     plotLine(line{j},'y'); 

end 

 

VanishPointV1=cross(line{1},line{2});% Horizontal vanish point 1 

 

 

%  point2=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. This is from 

another side of the wall 

 

point2=[19 126; 311 134; 76 3147; 522 2863]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

  

 for i=4; 

     plot(point2(i,1),point2(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 

 

 line{5}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1]); 

 line{6}=cross([point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 line{7}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1]); 

 line{8}=cross([point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 

 for j=5:6 

    plotLine(line{j},'b'); 
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 end 

 

 VanishPointV2=cross(line{5},line{6}); % Horizontal vanish point 2 

  

 Vanishline=cross(VanishPointV1,VanishPointV2); 

  

  

 figure(2) 

 imshow('bedroom on.jpg'); 

 hold on; 

  plotLine(Vanishline,'y'); 

  

 xp=[449 2026 1]; 

 x=[473 2903 1]; 

 plot(x(1),x(2),'rx'); 

 plot(xp(1),xp(2),'rx'); 

 lsteps=cross(x,xp); 

 plotLine(lsteps,'c'); 

 

% After intersecting the line joining xpsteps and xsteps with the vanishline 

% line l to get point C 

   

  c=cross(Vanishline,lsteps); 
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  c=normhv(c); 

   plot(c(1),c(2),'mx'); 

    

  %calculate crossratio for camera 

  v=cross(line{3},line{4}); 

  v=normhv(v); 

   

  Cross=(norm(x-c)*norm(xp-v))/(norm(xp-c)*norm(x-v)); 

   

  %calculate height of camera 

  Z=0.9; 

  Zc=Z/(1-1/(Cross)); 

  Height_of_camera_in_meters=Zc 

    

  %boy height 

  xp_boy=[944 630 1]; 

  x_boy=[1001 2895 1]; 

  plot(x_boy(1),x_boy(2),'gx'); 

  plot(xp_boy(1),xp_boy(2),'gx'); 

    

  lboy=cross(x_boy,xp_boy); 

  plotLine(lboy,'m'); 
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   %calculate crossratio for person 

   cb=cross(Vanishline,lboy); 

   cb=normhv(cb); 

   plot(cb(1),cb(2),'bx'); 

    

   Crossb=(norm(xp_boy-cb)*norm(x_boy-v))/(norm(x_boy-cb)*norm(xp_boy-v)); 

 

   %calculate crossratio for camera 

   Zboy=Zc-Zc*Crossb; 

   Height_of_boy_in_meters=Zboy 

 

(3)Test one for person 3 

% assuming: 

% (1) image has been read into im  

% (2) n lines from image are columns of l 

 

%  1.1  Preliminaries 

 

im=imread('bedroom on.jpg'); 

n=4; 

figure(1); 

imshow(im);hold on;zoom on; 
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% point1=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. 

 

point1= [1488 735; 2105 849; 1415 1807; 1911 2083]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

 

 

% plot out the four points in the image 

 for i=4; 

    plot(point1(i,1),point1(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 

 

line{1}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1]); 

line{2}=cross([point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 

line{3}=cross([point1(1,1) point1(1,2) 1],[point1(3,1) point1(3,2) 1]); 

line{4}=cross([point1(2,1) point1(2,2) 1],[point1(4,1) point1(4,2) 1]); 

 for j=1:4 

     plotLine(line{j},'y'); 

end 

 

VanishPointV1=cross(line{1},line{2});% Horizontal vanish point 1 

 

 

%  point2=ginput; % choose four points which construct one retangle. This is from 

another side of the wall 
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point2= [19 94;270 102; 35 2871; 384 2716]; 

 % plot out the four points in the image 

  

 for i=4; 

     plot(point2(i,1),point2(i,2),'yo'); 

 end 

 

 line{5}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1]); 

 line{6}=cross([point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 line{7}=cross([point2(1,1) point2(1,2) 1],[point2(3,1) point2(3,2) 1]); 

 line{8}=cross([point2(2,1) point2(2,2) 1],[point2(4,1) point2(4,2) 1]); 

 

 for j=5:6 

    plotLine(line{j},'b'); 

 end 

 

 VanishPointV2=cross(line{5},line{6}); % Horizontal vanish point 2 

  

 Vanishline=cross(VanishPointV1,VanishPointV2); 

  

  

 figure(2) 
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 imshow('bedroom on.jpg'); 

 hold on; 

  plotLine(Vanishline,'y'); 

  

 xp=[327 1913 1]; 

 x=[352 2741 1]; 

 plot(x(1),x(2),'rx'); 

 plot(xp(1),xp(2),'rx'); 

 lsteps=cross(x,xp); 

 plotLine(lsteps,'c'); 

 

% After intersecting the line joining xpsteps and xsteps with the vanishline 

% line l to get point C 

   

  c=cross(Vanishline,lsteps); 

  c=normhv(c); 

   plot(c(1),c(2),'mx'); 

    

  %calculate crossratio for camera 

  v=cross(line{3},line{4}); 

  v=normhv(v); 

   

  Cross=(norm(x-c)*norm(xp-v))/(norm(xp-c)*norm(x-v)); 
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  %calculate height of camera 

  Z=0.9; 

  Zc=Z/(1-1/(Cross)); 

  Height_of_camera_in_meters=Zc 

    

  %boy height 

  xp_boy=[652 492 1]; 

  x_boy=[660 3179 1]; 

  plot(x_boy(1),x_boy(2),'gx'); 

  plot(xp_boy(1),xp_boy(2),'gx'); 

    

  lboy=cross(x_boy,xp_boy); 

  plotLine(lboy,'m'); 

    

 

   %calculate crossratio for person 

   cb=cross(Vanishline,lboy); 

   cb=normhv(cb); 

   plot(cb(1),cb(2),'bx'); 

    

   Crossb=(norm(xp_boy-cb)*norm(x_boy-v))/(norm(x_boy-cb)*norm(xp_boy-v)); 
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   %calculate crossratio for camera 

   Zboy=Zc-Zc*Crossb; 

   Height_of_boy_in_meters=Zboy 

 

Appendix B  

Parameters: (Note: all materials come from LINAK COMPANY) 

THE CHOICE OF LIFTING COLUMN, CONTROL BOX AND 

OTHER COMPONENTS  

Compared with a wild range of different types lifting columns, we finally select them from 

one professional company named LINAK which has the quite suitable size for my design. 

Specific information is extracted as illustrated blew [14]. 

 

Lifting column 

Type: DL7/DL7R 

 

 

                                   Figure 5.1: Lifting column 

  

Control box 

Type: CBD4 
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Figure 5.2: Control box    

 Water outlet (telescopic pipe) 

Taking into account in the lifting process, both the inlet pipe and outlet pipe needs to 

have the feature of flexibility. Furthermore, all these materials are economical and 

practical. The link is http://item.taobao.com/item.htm?id=3483688271. (Chinese website) 

[14] 

 

            

Figure 5.3: Inlet pipe                     Figure 5.4:  Outlet pipe 

 

Lifting columns features: 

• Thrust up to 800 N (per leg) 

• Speed level: 34 mm/sec. 

• Standard installation dimension: 645 mm 

• Standard stroke length: 470 mm 

• Low noise level 

• Fixed motor cables 1118 ± 50 mm 

• Self-locking ability: 600 N 

http://item.taobao.com/item.htm?id=3483688271
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• Storage and transport temperature: -20 °C to 

+70 °C 

 

 

   

 

Figure 13 Sketch map of lifting column 

 

Control box features: 

• The CBD4 can be connected with up to 4 actuators 

• Mains voltage 120V AC, 220-240V AC, 50 – 60 Hz 
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• Compact high-power toroidal transformer 

• The power consumption in stand-by mode is only 

1.6 Watt, due to use of a toroidal transformer 

• Colour: black 

• Exchangeable standard mains cable 

• Protection against overload (EOP), by individual current limitation 

• The control box is designed with a soft start/stop function 

• A hook for mains cable relief 

• Auto detection of the number of units connected 

• Auto detection of leg/unit type connected 

Usage: 

• Duty cycle max. 10 % ~ 6 min. per hour or 2 min. at continuous use at full load 

• The control box is compatible with DL4, DL5, DL6, DL7, DL9, DL11 columns and 

DB4, DB5, DB6, DB7, DB9 built-in actuators for single or parallel drive 
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Figure 14 Sketch map of control box 

 

Appendix C 

The program of computing the formula between true height and suitable 

heights for washing hands (we employ the tool of MATLAB): 

 

H=[171.2 163 164 175 165 179 180 178 180 160 183 175 186 182 166 178 182.5]; 

SH =[84 72 73 78 75 82 82 80 84 70 90 79 95 88 73 81 89]; 

For i=1:17 E0=0 

   X=4+i 

 for ii=1:34 

E=Hii /2-X-SH(ii) 

 

E=E0+E 

END 

   E(i)=E0 

END 


